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The goal of the newly created Market
Shadows newsletter is to provide a focused
view of the current events that influence the
financial markets; to summarize marketmoving economic and financial data; and to
introduce notable writers and chartists who

offer thoughtful insights into investing and
trading. We will include ideas from our contributors for preparing our virtual portfolios
for the future. We will also keep track of
these trade ideas so readers can easily follow along.

Event Horizon
Last week’s Market Shadows newsletter noted three important upcoming events:
Greece’s election, the G20 meeting, and the
Federal Reserve’s and other Central Bank’s
plans to intervene in the markets. None
were significant surprises.
Greece elected a pro-austerity, “pro-bailout”
government, but the country remains unable
to pay its debt back. Antonis Samaras was
appointed the country’s new prime minister
on Thursday. Under his party’s ruling, Greece
is expected to stick to the austerity
measures implemented by the IMF and Europe as a requirement for receiving its
bailout funds.

“Gambling: The sure way
of getting nothing for
something.”
Wilson Mizner

Dominating the EU headlines was news that
Spanish bond yields surged past 7% on badloan data. Bloomberg reported that, “More
Spanish loans went unpaid in April, suggesting the country’s recession is forcing

more companies and consumers into default
as the government struggles to restore investor confidence.” Bad loans as a proportion of total lending jumped 8.72%, the highest since 1994. €4.8 billion of credit soured
in the month. Independent auditors hired by
the Spanish government to assess the country’s struggling financial sector reported that
saving Spain’s trouble banks could cost as
much as €62 billion ($78.6 billion) in new
capital. The rising yields will pressure Spain’s
already depressed economy. Italy is close
behind.
G20 leaders met for a two day summit in Los
Cabos, Mexico, to discuss economic growth,
job expansion plans, and the eurozone crisis,
among other topics. The G20 told the EU to
get its house in order (no stimulus from any
country). Twelve countries pledged $456
billion in new crisis-fighting money to the
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Moody’s
Often referred to as Moody's, is the bond
credit rating business of Moody's Corporation, representing the company's traditional line of business and its historical
name. Moody's Investors Service provides
international financial research on bonds
issued by commercial and government
entities and, with Standard & Poor's and
Fitch Group, is considered one of the Big
Three credit rating agencies.
The company ranks the creditworthiness
of borrowers using a standardized ratings
scale which measures expected investor
loss in the event of default. Moody's Investors Service rates debt securities in
several market segments related to public
and commercial securities in the bond
market. These include government, municipal and corporate bonds; managed
investments such as money market funds,
fixed-income funds and hedge funds;
financial institutions including banks and
non-bank finance companies; and asset
classes in structured finance. In Moody's
Investors Service's ratings system securities are assigned a rating from Aaa to C,
with Aaa being the highest quality and C
the lowest quality.
Moody's was founded by John Moody in
1909 to produce manuals of statistics
related to stocks and bonds and bond
ratings.
Source: Wikipedia.com

IMF to deal with the effects of the eurozone crisis on the global economy.
Egypt faced political turmoil after military
generals issued a decree giving them power to make laws and decide who writes a
new constitution. After the election results
Sunday, Zero Hedge reported, “In a move
not too surprising to those who have followed the Egyptian presidential election,
the candidate who is now president of the
country one year after its ‘liberation’ is the
Muslim Brotherhood-backed Mohammed
Mursi (for an extended interview with Mursi delineating his views read this), who has
won with over 13 million, or 51.73% of the
votes. This means that at least superficially
the Egyptian military is being pulled back
from power, and instead the Islamist forces
will be in control. How this ultimately impacts the region, and especially Egyptian
neighbor Israel, remains to be seen, although a major Islamist power ascending in
control of a formerly secular nation will
hardly be very beneficial to Israel, especially in the long-run even if the just elected
president has pro-western beliefs.”
On Thursday, rating agency Moody’s downgraded 15 of the world’s leading investment banks to reflect their risk of losses
from turbulent financial markets. The move
was not only expected, but the anticipation
could be seen in the rising interest rates in
markets banks for short-term financing
before the official announcement. Cuts in
bank funding have not been dramatic and
there were no signs of market strains as of
Friday.
Speculation regarding the announcement
of a third set of long-term loans was boosted Friday after the European Central Bank
eased its terms for collateral in order to
help struggling lenders finance themselves.
The euro currency gain was short-lived,
however, as reports indicated that investors would take losses in a Spanish debt
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restructuring and German Chancellor Angel
Merkel said that direct bailout funding to
banks violates the region’s treaties.
The Fed lowered estimates for US economic growth to 1.9–2.4% from 2.4-2.9%. That
is a 20% reduction! FedEx (FDX) and
Procter & Gamble (PG), two Fortune 500
companies, agreed that the economy is
slowing. FedEx is assuming a US GDP
growth of 2.2% and world GDP growth of
2.6%. Procter & Gamble cut its FQ4 guidance, citing slower-than-expected growth
in developed markets and forex fluctuations. With the contraction of the EU economy, US exports dove $4B in April, the biggest since January 2005. Later in the week,
the Philly Fed business outlook came out,
also disappointing analysts and investors.
The Fed extended Operation Twist by
$267B (buying short term bonds in exchange for selling longer durations, to lower borrowing costs). Felix Salmon noted
both Ben Bernanke and Mohamed El-Erian
agreed that, “Fed action at this point is a
second-best solution to the economic
problems facing the US: what we really
need — and aren’t going to get — is fiscal,
not monetary, stimulus.”
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Market-Moving Forces
Working Americans struggle to stay on top
of things. With median hourly wages
lower in 2011 than 10 years earlier,
many are finding that their salaries
can't keep up with expenses. The NYT
collects anecdotal evidence of how
Americans are suffering, whether it's
people who want to work longer hours,
or who can't find jobs related to their
degrees. Wages as a percent of the
economy hitting new lows (below and
also here from Business Insider).

May Housing Starts: 708K vs. 720K expected and 744K (revised) in April. Permits 780K vs. 736K expected and 723K
(revised) in April.

Truck tonnage fell 0.7% in May after falling
1.1% in April, reflective of the slowing
economy, according to the American
Trucking Association. “The good news
is that the decrease in fuel prices will
help support retail sales going forward,
which is a big part of truck tonnage,"
ATA economist Bob Costello said.
Manufacturing is also slowing overseas.
With Europe, China and the "fiscal cliff" on
their minds, CEOs of major firms are
getting more bearish. The economic
outlook index of the Business
Roundtable fell to 89.1 in Q2 from 96.9
in Q1. That still represents an expansion but fewer firms are predicting rising sales in the next 6 months or expecting to hire more staff.
Manufacturing woe continues from Europe
to China. Factory activity in the eurozone and China continued to shrink in
June, with the flash eurozone manufacturing PMI falling to 44.8 from 45.1 in
May. Germany's print dropped to 44.7
from 45.2 while China's declined to
48.1 from 48.4, marking the eight consecutive months of contraction.
June Philly Fed Business Outlook: -16.6 vs.
an expected 0 (consensus range -3.0 to
4.0). May's reading was -5.8. General
activity, new orders, shipments, and
average work hours were all negative,
indicating overall declines. TBond holders watch this measure very closely.
US-targeted M&As plunged 44% during the
first half of the year as economic uncertainty caused companies to stay cautious about expanding. Global activity
slumped 25%, and bankers don't expect things to get any better in H2.
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Philly Fed
The Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
helps formulate and implement monetary
policy, supervises banks and bank and savings and loan holding companies, and provides financial services to depository institutions and the federal government.
It is one of the 12 regional Reserve Banks
that, together with the Board of Governors
in Washington, D.C., make up the Federal
Reserve System. The Philadelphia Federal
Reserve Bank serves eastern Pennsylvania,
southern New Jersey, and Delaware.
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Charting the Universe

Wedges
The wedge chart pattern signals a reverse
of the trend that is currently formed within
the wedge itself. Wedges are similar in
construction to a symmetrical triangle in
that there are two trendlines - support and
resistance - which band the price of a security.
The wedge pattern differs in that it is generally a longer-term pattern, usually lasting
three to six months. It also has converging
trendlines that slant in an either upward or
downward direction, which differs from the
more uniform trendlines of triangles.

Channels & Patterns
By Springheel Jack

Springheel Jack’s charts can be followed on a daily basis at his website, Channels &
Patterns. Springheel Jack discusses the charts he is looking at this weekend in Dark Storm
Clouds. The week ended ambiguously, with a deep retest of the Inverse Head and Shoulders (IHS) neckline on the S&P 500 (SPX). The SPX overshot the neckline on Thursday, and
then bounced back to close at the neckline on Friday. If it recovers and holds over the neckline, this is a bullish setup with a target slightly over 1400 (Click on images to make them
larger ):

There are two main types of wedges –
falling and rising – which differ on the
overall slant of the pattern. A falling wedge
slopes downward, while a rising wedge
slants upward.
Source: www.investopedia.com

Usually at this time in a presidential election cycle, we would see a strong rally that would
take equities to new (post-2009) highs. However, this is not a normal election year.
Storm clouds are looming over the equity markets. The setup is potentially very bearish on
many world indices...

Rising Wedge
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Is there any support for this grim scenario elsewhere? Yes, there are significant reversal
patterns in copper, oil, and other instruments that are often correlated with equities.

Inverted Head and Shoulder
Pattern

One of the most striking reversals is with the US Dollar, which often rises as equities fall.
(This isn’t always the pattern, but it has been for a long time. Read the full post for more on
the relationship between stocks and the Dollar.)

A chart pattern used in technical analysis to
predict the reversal of a current downtrend. This pattern is identified when the
price action of a security meets the following characteristics:

There is an inverted head and shoulders pattern on the Dollar, with a target at 90.5, well
over the last USD high made when equities were falling hard in 2010. Lately, stocks have
fallen with a rising Dollar.

1.

The price falls to a trough and then
rises.

2.

The price falls below the former
trough and then rises again.

The Fed’s ongoing support for the stock market is not a sign of good health. The MSWorld
index gives an insight into what US markets might look like without the Fed’s intervention.
These bearish patterns are warnings to be nervous about equities at this time.

3.

Finally, the price falls again, but not
as far as the second trough.

Once the final trough is made, the price
heads upward toward the resistance found
near the top of the previous
troughs. Investors typically enter into a
long position when the price rises above
the resistance of the neckline. The first and
third trough are considered shoulders, and
the second peak forms the head.
Source: Investopedia.com
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Elliott Wave Principle
The Elliott Wave Principle is a detailed
description of how groups of people behave. It reveals that mass psychology
swings from pessimism to optimism and
back in a natural sequence, creating specific and measurable patterns.
One of the easiest places to see the Elliott
Wave Principle at work is in the financial
markets, where changing investor psychology is recorded in the form of price
movements. If you can identify repeating
patterns in prices, and figure out where
we are in those repeating patterns today,
you can predict where we are going.
The Elliott Wave Principle is named for its
discoverer, Ralph Nelson Elliott.
Elliott Wave Principle measures investor
psychology, which is the real engine behind the stock markets. When people are
optimistic about the future of a given
issue, they bid the price up.
Two observations will help you grasp this:
First, for hundreds of years, investors
have noticed that events external to the
stock markets seem to have no consistent
effect on the their progress. The same
news that today seems to drive the markets up are as likely to drive
them down tomorrow. The only reasonable conclusion is that the markets simply
do not react consistently to outside
events. Second, when you study historical
charts, you see that the markets continuously unfold in waves.
Using the Elliott Wave Principle is an exercise in probability. An Elliottician is someone who is able to identify the markets
structure and anticipate the most likely
next move based on our position within
those structures. By knowing the wave
patterns, you’ll know what the markets
are likely to do next and (sometimes most
importantly) what they will not do next.
By using the Elliott Wave Principle, you
identify the highest probable moves with
the least risk.
Source: Elliottwave International

Allan Trends’ Weekend Update

few more days before it too will reverse SHORT. The 240 minute chart is already there:
GLD Daily

by Allan Trends
VXX & The Market
All VXX Models, Hourly, 240 Minute, Daily
and Weekly are now SHORT. VXX dropped
an incredible 10.23% on Friday on only a
0.72% gain in the S&P 500. By contrast, on
Thursday the S&P fell 2.2%, resulting in a
gain in VXX of 11%, almost exactly what it
fell today...
The bark of Friday’s market advance was
bigger than its bite. The rally was unable to
trigger reversals in even the shortest-term
Hourly SPX and Nasdaq models with the
DJIA still 100 points from reversing it’s
Hourly SHORT trend. After a steep decline
like we had on Thursday, some kind of low
volume bounce would be expected and we
got it. Despite VXX shenanigans, that’s all it
was, a dead cat bounce. As you can see,
the S&P Hourly did not even reach its first
Fibonacci retracement level:

SLV Daily

(Click on charts to make bigger)
Commodity ETF’s

USO Daily

SLV took the day off of its relentless decline, but its gain on the day was a fraction
of a point. +0.11%. It’s hard to imagine
anything economically good is being implied by the declines in USO (Oil) and SLV
(Silver). They are down 23% and 18% respectively in their current SHORT signals.
Gold is edging closer and closer to reversing SHORT as well, having already broken
down through its counter-trend line coming up from its May 29th low. As the Daily
chart below suggests, its only a matter of a
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(Continued next page)
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Next Week (cont. from Allan)
Thursday’s decline in the market is consistent with the beginning of a new leg
down in the markets. We have to honor
the VXX models, but also be cognizant of
the Weekly SHORT stock index models as
well as the mixed equity models across
different time frames. By next weekend’s
update, nothing should be “mixed” anymore.
Note: Allan’s Trend Following Model is
based on Allan’s trend-following system for
buying and selling stocks and ETFs. His
weekend updates are packed with charts
for determining trends and signals in various timeframes. The signals are largely
objective; most trades last for weeks to
months. Allan covers about 30 stocks, indexes
and
ETF’s
in
multiple
timeframes. Click here for a risk free trial to
Allan’s standard service (or here for
his premium service.) The standard service
is included in the premium service for more
active traders. Learn more here.

Approaching SIRP
David Rosenberg, of Gluskin Sheff, advocates an investment strategy he calls
“Safety and Income at a Reasonable Price,”

or S.I.R.P. According to David, “Many investors increasingly want preservation of cash
flow as well as preservation of capital. We
concur and have consistently recommended a focus on S.I.R.P. — safety and income
at a reasonable price, with a primary focus
on stability and prudent risk-taking.”
At Market Shadows, in building a VIRTUAL
portfolio, we like David’s S.I.R.P. Approach
- taking small positions in solid companies
that pay dividends, along with some more
risky companies in fields such as biotechnology.
We use two strategies to enter small and
partial positions. One is the “buy-write”
strategy which involves, for example, buying 100 shares of stock and selling one call
and one put in the same stock. (If the put is
held till expiration and doesn’t expire
worthless, buying the stock at its strike
price will add to one’s initial position.)
A more conservative strategy is the
“covered call” strategy, which is buying 100
shares of stock and selling one call against
the shares (not selling a put). Because the
options are sold, we benefit from the decay in time premium. For examples of the
buy-write strategy and covered call strategies, see our VIRTUAL portfolio.

Portfolio Holdings
Click on the portfolio to see it in its entirety.
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Covered Call
A covered call is a financial market transaction in which the seller of call options owns the corresponding amount of
the underlying instrument, such as
shares of a stock or other securities. In
equilibrium, the strategy has the same
payoffs as writing a put option.
The long position in the underlying instrument is said to provide the "cover"
as the shares can be delivered to the
buyer of the call if the buyer decides
to exercise.
Writing (aka selling) a call generates
income in the form of the premium paid
by the option buyer. And if the stock
price remains stable or increases, then
the writer will be able to keep this income as a profit, even though the profit
may have been higher if no call were
written. The risk of stock ownership is
not eliminated. If the stock price declines, then the net position will likely
lose money.
Since in equilibrium the payoffs on the
covered call position is the same as a
short put position, the price
(or premium) should be the same as the
premium of the short put or naked put.
Source: Wikipedia
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Sector Exploration—Oil & Gas
By Pharmboy

TETRA Technologies (TTI)
Range
52 week
Open
Vol / Avg.
Mkt cap
P/E
Div/yield
EPS
Shares
Beta
Inst. own

6.73 - 6.89
6.09 - 13.45
6.84
1.03M/0.74M
528.3M
0.09
77.57M
2.22
97%

Disclosure: MarketShadows writers may
currently own stocks discussed in this
section and may buy or sell these stocks at
will in the future, without prior notice.

TETRA Technologies, Inc. (TTI, $6.81), operates as a diversified oil and gas services
company. The company operates in three
divisions: Fluids, Production Enhancement,
and Offshore. The Fluids Division manufactures and markets clear brine fluids, additives, and other associated products and
services. The Production Enhancement division offers production testing services in
various oil and gas basins and wellhead
compression-based production enhancement services in the onshore producing
regions. The Offshore division provides offshore services, including downhole and
subsea oil and gas services, and wireline
services; decommissioning and construction services for offshore oil and gas production platforms and pipelines; and conventional and saturated air diving services.
Stuart Brightman, CEO of Tetra Technologies Inc. bought 25,000 shares of TTI on
May 29 for $165,250 - $6.61 per share.

For the MS virtual portfolio, I’m adding 100
shares and selling 1 December 2012 $7.5
call and one December 2012 $7.5 put for
about $2 combined. For a more conservative position, I like buying 100 shares and
selling just the December 2012 $7.5 call (a
covered call position) for about $0.70.

Sector Exploration—Biotechnology &
Pharmaceuticals
By Pharmboy

Curis, Inc. (CRIS)
Range
52 week
Open
Vol / Avg.
Mkt cap
P/E
Div/yield
EPS
Shares
Beta
Inst. own

4.86 - 5.14
2.70 - 5.65
4.95
1.9M/0.62M
405M
-0.01
79.01M
2.4
51%

Curis, Inc. (CRIS, $5.13) is a drug development company focused on small molecules
for targeting cancer. The company’s pipeline contains several small-molecule drugs,
both partnered and unpartnered. Erivedge
(trade name Vismodegib), is a first-in-class
hedgehog inhibitor approved by the FDA in
early 2012 for advanced basal cell cancer.
Under development in partnership with
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Genentech-Roche (RHHBY.PK), Erivedge is
also being clinically tested in several other
indications including pancreatic cancer.
The company has been a favorite of mine
for several years, and the company has
more room to grow.
For the MS virtual portfolio, I’m adding 200
shares and selling the December $5 call
and put for $1.50
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Sector Exploration—Income
By Pharmboy

Two Harbors Investment Corp. (TWO,
$10.37) operates as a real estate investment trust (REIT) that focuses on investing
in, financing, and managing residential
mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), residential mortgage loans, residential real
properties, and other financial assets. Its
target assets include agency RMBS collateralized by fixed rate mortgage loans, adjustable rate mortgage loans, hybrid mortgage loans, or derivatives; non-agency
RMBS collateralized by prime mortgage
loans, Alt-A mortgage loans, pay-option
ARM mortgage loans, and subprime mortgage loans; nonconforming residential
mortgage loans; and single and multifamily
residential properties, as well as assetbacked securities and hedging transactions
that produce non-qualifying income for
purposes of the REIT gross income tests.
The company qualifies as a REIT for federal

income tax purposes. TWO pays an annual
dividend of $1.60, and if a call is sold
against the stock, the stock could be called
away. The stock has not fallen below
$7.76in the past year, and we are buying a
few shares to establish a basis for our virtual portfolio.
In the MS virtual portfolio, I am adding 200
shares and selling two December $10 puts
for $0.55. For a more conservative position,
I’d simply buy 200 shares of TWO. (For Sabrient’s analysis of this company, click
here.)
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Two Harbors Investment
(TWO)
Range
52 week
Open
Vol / Avg.
Mkt cap
P/E
Div/yield
EPS
Shares
Beta
Inst. own

10.28 - 10.39
7.76-11.06
10.28
6.01M/3.0M
2.22B
8.87
1.60 (15.40%)
1.17
214.22M
0.4
62%
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Data & Events Next Week
Two interesting themes next week will be the Supreme Court's decision on health care and
more speculation about the European Summit.
There are three housing reports including new home sales (Monday), Case-Shiller home
prices (Tuesday), and pending home sales (Wednesday). Taken together with last week's
housing data, these could provide greater insight into where the housing market is going
next, if anywhere.
Roughly, in order of highest to lowest importance, we have the regular weekly report on
initial jobless claims (Thursday), consumer confidence (Tuesday), personal income and
spending (Friday), and durable goods (Wednesday) coming up. There are various regional
Fed reports during the week as well. The Chicago PMI is interesting as an early read on the
national ISM number, especially when there is a weekend in between as is the case next
week.
Disclaimer
The material presented in this commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is based upon information
that is considered to be reliable. However, neither MarketShadows nor its affiliates warrant its completeness, accuracy
or adequacy and it should not be relied
upon as such. Neither MarketShadows
nor its affiliates are responsible for any
errors or omissions or for results obtained
from the use of this information. Past
performance, including the tracking of
virtual trades and portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future results. None of the writers
related to MarketShadows is a registered
financial adviser and they may hold positions in the stocks mentioned, which may
change at any time without notice. Do not
buy or sell based on anything that is
written here, the risk of loss in trading is
great.
This material is not intended as an offer
or solicitation for the purchase or sale of
any security or other financial instrument.
Securities or other financial instruments
mentioned in this material are not suitable for all investors. Any opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are
subject to change without notice, and are
only intended at the moment of their
issue as conditions quickly change. The
information contained herein does not
constitute advice on the tax consequences of making any particular investment
decision. This material does not take into
account your particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is
not intended as a recommendation to you
of any particular securities, financial instruments or strategies. Before investing,
you should consider whether it is suitable
for your particular circumstances and, as
necessary, seek professional advice.
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